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Comments: I get it....It's all about the money.  But this is getting ridiculous!!!  It pushes the wildlife further back

into the mountains. It brings in crowds which to a Montanan is 3-4 people in front of you in line.  It brings trash

because these "wealthy" individuals are so self absorbed that the care about the environment we've grown up to

respect and I've seen garbage everywhere.  It'll raise our taxes because I'm assuming the county or even the

government is some way is providing some assistance and their has to be services brought in such as trash,

water, power and the tax payer is going to end up fronting some of the costs.  I speak about these things from

experience because I've working in the industry my entire career and the last thing this state needs is more

"wealthy" people finding out about Montana and buying up prime hunting/fishing land along with driving the prices

up for the locals.  Case in point: Ted Turner, the Koch Brothers, Paradise Valley, Big Fork Hollywood elites.  

We are people of simple means and it's getting to a point where it is nearly impossible to make ends meets.

Look at what has happened to Bozeman these past 8 - 10 yrs to name just one place; and Missoula is built out

and getting very crowded.  There needs to be restrictions voted in where the Government should not lease or sell

any land for these type of changes unless it benefits everyone (locals) such as an affordable ski resort (look at

what happened to Big Sky in the past 30 yrs).   This is my opinion only, but as a Montanan I think there are quite

a few people out there with the same thoughts. 


